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A Ca to Service

A Franciscan Renaissance: A Call to Action

Our inability to attract sisters and brothers to answer a nomination to
serve with a “yes” calls us to a renaissance. Mr. Brian McClaren writes,
“This renaissance that we need is…costly. If renewal were cheap, easy, and
convenient, it would have happened already. So, we have to be wi ing to count
the cost, commit to the cha enge, and persist through obstacles, and to do a of
that in the Franciscan Spirit.”
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Troubadours of Peace: Our Renaissance
“It can be tempting to “hunker down” and hope for the best, or even hide
our light under a bushel… (From: “When the Lord Gave Me Some
Brothers [and Sisters]: A Call to Action”
The region deserves more than just “hoping for the best.” It will require
prayer and “launch [this] most challenging work” of seeking candidates
whose hearts are open to the call of service
I believe, as Brian McClaren wrote, “…from the bottom of my heart that
the greatest work of Francis and Clare may still be ahead of us!”
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Franciscan Renaissance: Our Mission
The particular renaissance before us is “to live passionately and prophetica y
[our] Franciscan vocation as members of a universal aternity, the Order of
Franciscan Seculars” (Former Minister General, Br. Michael Perry, OFM).
As servants of aternities we encourage members “to embrace and recommit to
the gi of the vocation as servant leaders” (XVI General Chapter, VII Elective
Chapter of the Secular Franciscan Order, 2021).
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Prophetic Creativity

Service is not limited to “bureaucratic issues…, but requires prophetic creativity
for the realization of the Secular Franciscan life…
Tibor Kauser, OFS (Minister General) quoting
Instrumentum Laboris (p.5)
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What is Prophetic Creativity?
It is innovative action taken in response to the Holy Spirit working with and
within us
Prophetic creativity directs us to look at Jesus and Francis as our examples
“The tools of leadership should be the washbowl and the towel. A those of us, who
have the service of leadership, should not want to be looked up high, but should be
looked at down, while we are washing the feet of the others. Who should be an
example for others, has to live om the example of Jesus” (Tibor Kauser, CIOSF
General Minister, Easter Message, 2022).
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Prophetic Creativity & Servant Leadership

Servant leadership is a of us
Focuses on the heart of our ca
“Francis, go and repair my house which, as you see, is a being destroyed”
(Francis of Assisi, The Founder).
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Francis of Assisi

As a leader, Francis was a humble servant who served God and humanity with
great humility.
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Does Prophetic Creativity apply only to servant
leaders?
Co-responsibility applies to very member of the Order
“The brothers and sisters are co-responsible for the life of the fraternity to
which they belong and for the OFS as the organic union of all fraternities
throughout the world” (GC 2000 Art. 30.1)
“The sense of co-responsibility of the members requires personal
presence, witness, prayer, and active co aboration, in accordance with
each one’s situation and possible obligations for the animation of the
fraternity” (GC 2000, Art. 30.2).
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How do we react to God’s call to be a prophet…to
rebuild?
Consider the initial reactions of
Sarah who laughed, “We’re too old.
The apostles who deserted Jesus on Good Friday
Jacob who wrestled with God
Jonah who was not on a Carnival Cruise
Moses who said, “Send my brother.
St. Paul who tried to kill this new community called Christians.
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Then consider someone who responded very
di erently…
Mary, the Lord’s “lowly servant” who said, “May it be done to me, as you say…
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OFS Rule: Article 6
They have been made living members of the Church by being buried and raised
with Christ in baptism; they have been united more intimately with the
Church by profession. Therefore, they should go forth as witnesses and
instruments of her mission among a people, proclaiming Christ by their life
and words. Ca ed like St. Francis to rebuild the Church and inspired by his
example, let them devote themselves energetica y to living in fu communion
with the pope, bishops, and priests fostering an open and trusting dialogue of
apostolic e ectiveness and creativity.
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OFS Rule: Article 21

On various levels, each aternity is animated and guided by a council and
minister…who are elected by the professed according to the constitutions. Their
service, which lasts for a de nite period, is marked by a ready and wi ing spirit
and is a duty of responsibility to each member and to the community.
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Living into Our Region’s Future
A Franciscan Renaissance

Brian McLaren writes, “It seems to me you have lit the spark to imagine a
genuine Franciscan Renaissance.”
This is the cha enge before us…to ignite the gi of service of our members who
are wi ing to accept an invitation to lead the region.
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A Franciscan Renaissance and Prophetic
Creativity

Together we are gi ed by God to experience “holy joy” by formulating a plan to
move con dently into our future. As servants to our sisters and brothers, we
“…exercise [our] responsibilities competently in the Christian spirit of service
[to our Order] (Art. 14).
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A Final Thought or Two:

An election of the Secular Franciscan Order is governed by the Rite. It should
never be considered in the same way elections take place in our culture
We do not “run” against anyone! We run under the wings of the Holy Spirit who
guides and animates our Order.
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??Breakout Room Question??
A discussion question for taking Prophetic Creativity
and Franciscan Renaissance into concrete action:
What ideas do you have to seek the gi of service om
our sisters and brothers that would result in a “yes” to an
invitation to serve the region?
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A Call to Service

May the Lord give you peace!
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